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ABSTRACT 
In this note we investigate radial limit sets of arbitrary regular conformal iterated function systems. We 
show that for each of these systems there exists a variety of finite hyperbolic subsystems such that the 
spectrum ade of the Hausdorff dimensions ofthe limit sets of these subsystems is dense in the interval 
between 0 and the Hausdorff dimension of the given conformal iterated function system. This result has 
interesting applications n conformal dynamics and elementary fractal number theory. 
INTRODUCTION AND STATEMENT OF MAIN RESULTS 
In this paper we consider iterated function systems (IFS) on a connected and 
compact subset X of  the N-dimensional Euclidean space R N, for N c N. We always 
assume that the boundary of  X is a Jordan curve. Recall that an IFS is generated by 
a family • ofinjective contractions q}i : X - -> X ,  for i in some given countable index 
set I. An IFS is called conformal iterated function svstem (CIFS) if the following 
conditions are fulfilled. In here we use the notation q~o) :=  q}i 1 O ~i 20 ' ' '  O ~gin for 
co = (il, i2 . . . . .  in) c I n. 
Open set condition. There exists a nonempty open set U C X in the topology of  
X such that ~i(U) C U for all i c I, and q~i(U) N (~j(U) = 0 for all i, j c 
I, iTAj. 
Contraction. There exists 0 < 0 < 1 such that 14~(x)l ~< 0 < t, for all x c X and 
i E I .  
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Conformality. There exists an open connected set X c V C ]~N such that each ~i 
extends to a conformal diffeomorphism of V into V. 
Bounded istortion property. There exists C ___ 1 such that for all n s N, co E I n 
and x, y ~ V we have 
! X 
A CIFS is called finite if I is finite, otherwise it is called infinite. Every CIFS 
gives rise to a unique 'radial limit set" 
A(,)  := N U ~b~o(int(X)). 
n~N wE l  n 
Note that in general A(qS) does not have to be a compact set. In this paper 
we exclusively consider egular CIFS. That is, the system (X, c~) admits an 
h-conformalmeasure #, for h := dimH(A(~)) referring to the Hausdorffdimension 
of A(~). This means that for each Borel set B C X and i E I, we have (cf. [16,3,4, 
l l]) 
tt(~i (B)) = [ I~bi I h d#, and tt (~bi (X) M ~bj (X)) = 0 for each i, j E I, i ~ j. 
B 
The following theorem represents he main result of this paper. Here, a hyperbolic 
subset of A (c I)) refers to the limit set of some finite subsystem of the CIFS (X, q~). 
Main Theorem. Let (X, ~) be a regular conformal iterated fimction system. Then 
there exists a set ~ ( ~ ) of hyperbolic subsets of A ( ap ) such that 
{dimH(S) [S E 7-((q))} is dense in [0, dimH(A(qb))]. 
This result has various interesting applications in complex dynamics, and we 
shall now briefly comment on a few of these. For instance, for Julia sets of 
rational endomorphisms of the Riemann sphere (2 it has the following immediate 
implication. 
Application 1. Let T : C2 ~ (2 be a rational map of degree at least 2 such that the 
associated Julia set J (T) does not contain critical points. Then there exists a set 
~ ( T ) of hyperbolic subsets of J ( T ) such that 
{dimH(S) I S E 7-/(T)} is dense in [0, dimH(J(T))]. 
Furthermore, for Kleinian groups acting on the (N + 1)-dimensional hyperbolic 
space our Main Theorem gives rise to the following result. Note that in here we have 
restricted the application to the geometrically finite situation in which the action of 
the group admits a fundamental domain whose boundary consists of finitely many 
N-dimensional hyperbolic polygons. However, similar conclusions could also be 
drawn for radial imit sets of certain types of geometrically infinite Kleinian groups. 
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Application 2. For each geometrically finite Kleinian group G there exists a set 
7-[(G) of hyperbolic subsets of the limit set L(G) such that 
{dimH(S) I S 6 7Y(G)} is" dense in [0, dimH(L(G))]. 
We remark that if G has parabolic elements then the hyperbolic sets in ~(G) can 
be described exclusively in terms of certain prescribed bounded cuspidal excursion 
patterns. 
Finally, we also mention an application of our Main Theorem in elementary 
fractal number theory. For this let [Xl, x2, x3 . . . .  ] refer to the regular continued 
fraction expansion of x E [0, 1]. With A referring to the set of all finite words in 
the alphabet N, we define for a finite subset A of A, 
S(A) := {[al, a2, a3 . . . .  ] I (al,a2, a3 . . . .  ) E AN}. 
It is well known that every Markov map which is topologically conjugated to the 
full shift can be represented by a suitable IFS. Since the second forward iterate of 
the Gauss map is a uniformly expanding Markov map, it follows that the associated 
backward iterates give rise to a CIFS. Hence, our Main Theorem has the following 
immediate implication. 
Application 3. 
The set {dimH(S(A)) [ A C A finite} is dense in [0, 1]. 
Clearly, this application is closely related to the following so-called Texan 
conjecture, which was formulated independently b Hensley [5] and Mauldin and 
Urbafiski [10], and which has recently been shown to be true in the interval 
[0, 1/2] (cf. [7]). We remark that the partial solution of this conjecture in [7] uses 
perturbation theory for a family of Ruelle-Frobenius operators, and that it was 
completely solved in [8] during the time while this paper was under eview. 
Texan conjecture. 
The set {dimH(S(A)) I A C N finite} is dense in [0, 1]. 
1. DENSITY OF HYPERBOLIC DIMENSIONS 
Perforation spectra for hyperbolic sets 
Let us recall first the notion of the v-dimension of a compact subset ofA of R N, for 
some non-atomic Borel probability measure v on A. Namely, for a given ~ > 0, a 
covering {Ui }iEN of A' C A is called a (v, ~)-covering o fA  I if u(U i ) < 6 for all i E 
N. With H~' (A') referring to the set of all (v, e)-coverings of A I, the s-dimensional 
v-Hausdorffmeasure ~(A ' )  is given by, for s ~> 0, 
7-t; (A') := l iminf l~-'(v(Ui))Sl{ui}icN E U~'(A')}. 
~-~o /,- 7, 
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Then the v-dimension dimv (A') of A' is defined as 
dimv(A') : :  sup{s I~s v(A') = oc} = inf{s ]7-is ~ (A') = 0}. 
The following relates the v-dimension to the Hausdorff dimension. This result 
represents a folklore theorem in fractal geometry, which was implicitly obtained 
first in [ 1, Theorem 1 4.1 ]. 
Billingsley's Lemma. I f  there exists t > 0 such that for each N-ball B(x, r) 
centred at x • A ~ of radius r > 0 we have 
log v(B(x, r)) 
lim = t, 
r~O logr 
then 
dimE (A') = t dimv (A'). 
Furthermore, we introduce the notion of  the (7-g, v)-peu'bration spectrum of a 
CIFS (X, op) for a set 7-g of  hyperbolic subsets of  A(qS), which is given by 
{dimv(S) I S • 7-g}. 
Finally, if v is an h-conformal measure supported on A(~),  then dimH (A(~) )  = 
h dimv (A (~) ) ,  for any finite subsystem (X, q~') of  (X, as). This follows since in this 
situation v is h-Ahlfors regular on A(~') ,  that is v(B(x, r)) × r h for each x • A(~')  
and r > 0. Hence, limr-,o(log v(B(x, r ) ) ) / log r = h for all x • A (~'),  and therefore 
Billingsley's Lemma is applicable. 
Proposition. Let (X, 00) be a finite conformal iterated function system, and let 
v be any h-conformal measure whose support contains A(op), for h ) h ,  := 
dimH(A(dP)). Then there exists a set 7-g of hyperbolic subsets of A(~)  such that 
the ( 7~, v )-perforation spectrum of(X, a) ) is dense in [0, dimv (A(42))]. 
In the proof of  this proposition the following lemma will turn out to be useful. 
Lemma. Let (X, ~) be a finite conformal iterated function system, and let 
v be any h-conformal measure whose support contains A(d)), for h >~ 
h,  := dimH(A(q5)). Furthermore, for each n E N let TOO > 0 be given by 
Ew6I n v(~ba)(X)) r(n) : 1. We then have 
Iv(n) - dim~ (a (* ) ) ]  << 1In. 
Proof. For co in I n, let 
inf dv o (a~o for i = 1, ess dv 
di (co) := dv o qb~o 
ess sup - -  for i = 2. 
dv 
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Note that dl (cO) ~< d2(cO) ~< 0 < 1 for all finite words cO in the alphabet I. This 
follows since v is h-conformal, and therefore d(v o (&o)/dv , h = 14~o~1 • Also, we define 
fo r /= 1,2, t ~> 0 andn 6N,  
Di(n' l )~- Z (di(cO)) t" 
mCI n 
We then have that for each n E N there exists ~i (17) such that 
Di (n, ~i (n)) = 1 for i = 1, 2. 
One immediately verifies that 
(1) 81(n) ~< r(n) ~ ~2(n). 
Note that by the bounded distortion property there exists a constant 1 ~< C~ < oc 
such that d2(co) < C~dl(cO). Then a straight forward adaptation of  the methods of  
[9] shows that the following Hutchinson-type formula holds: 
(2) l< .D2(n , t )<~Cvfora l ln~N if and onty if d imv(A(~) )=t .  
Therefore, by combining (1) and (2), it is sufficient o show that e(n) := 32(n) - 
~t(n) << 1/n. For this we proceed as follows: 




~< C~ 2(m (sup{d1 (co) I co c i,,}),(,,). 
This implies, using once again the bounded istortion property, 
62(n) log Cv 1 
E(n) ~< - log(sup{dl(co) [ co c I"}) << -'n 
In here, a,, << bn refers to that the quotient an/bn is uniformly bounded from 
above. [] 
We are now in the position to give the proof of  the Proposition. 
Proof  of the Proposition. Let 0 < s < dim~(A(~)) be given. It is sufficient to 
show that for each n c N there exists a finite subsystem (X, Fin) of (X, ~) such that 
Is - dim~(A(lqn))l << 1/n. For this we fix some ordering 
{1, 2 . . . . .  Ill} n ~--" {COl, O92 . . . . .  COil]n}. 
Then let ks(n) := max{k [ ~/k_ 1 v(4)o~i (X)) s < 1}, and define 
Fin := (Oi)i=l,...,ks(n). 
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Let ~c(n) >/0 be the unique solution of the equation ~_,~)v(Goi  (X)) s-~O') = 1. 
With d2(o9) as defined in the proof of the previous lemma and d~a~ := sup{d2(o9) [ 
o9 c I }, we then have 
ks (n) 
<< (dmJ "C"), 
i=1 
which implies 
x~ks(~) re,x) ) 1 1OgZ..,i= 1 v(qh~o,(X)) s log(1 -- (d ns 
x(n) ~ <~ << - .  
n log dm~, n log dm~, n 
Combining this estimate with the lemma above, the result follows. [] 
Proof of the Main Theorem 
Let h := dimH(A(q~)). If (X, ~)  is a finite CIFS then the assertion is an immediate 
consequence of the Proposition. Indeed, in this situation we can take the measure 
occurring in the Proposition to be equal to the h-conformal measure lz associated 
with (X, ¢b), and immediately obtain that there exists a set ~ of hyperbolic 
subsets of A(q~) such that the (~,/z)-perforation spectrum of (X, (I)) is dense 
in [0, dim,(A(~))]. Since in this situation IZ is h-Ahlfors regular on A(~), it 
follows that l imr~o( logv(B(x , r ) ) ) / logr  = h, and hence Billingsley's Lemma 
implies dimu(A(q~)) = 1. Combining this observation with the fact that for any 
finite subsystem (X, c~') of (X, q~) we have d im,(A(~') )  = hdim~,(A(~')), the 
result follows. 
For I infinite, we proceed as follows. First, recall that there exists the following 
well known canonical exhaustion of the system (X, ~) by hyperbolic sets (see, e.g., 
[11,6,12-15]). Namely, for ~l :=  {q~i I SUpxex Iq~;(x)l > 1/1} we have 
dimH(A(CPt)) ~<dimH(A(cPl+D) foral l /6N, and lim dimH(A(CPD) =h. 
1---> oo 
Next, note that the h-conformal measure associated with (X, ~) is always h-Ahlfors 
regular on A(~l), for each 1 e 1~ for which A(~l) # 0. Therefore, it follows that 
dimu(A(CPt) ) ~<dima(A(OPt+l)) foral l l  cN,  and lim dimu(A(qPt)) = 1. 
l-*~x~ 
Now, let 0 < t < 1 be given. By the above, there then exists l(t) c I~ such that 
dimu(A(q~l(t))) > t. Note that by compactness of X, we have that (X, q~t(t)) is a 
finite CIFS. We can then apply the Proposition, which gives that there exists a set 
7-/t of hyperbolic subsets of A(~t(o) such that the (7-/t, lz)-perforation spectrum of 
(X, ~l(t)) is dense in [0, dimu(A(q~l(O))]. From this we deduce that {h dimu (S) I S 
~t} is dense in [0, h dimn(A(q~t(t)))]. By letting t tend to 1 and using the fact that 
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